
The Story of NYUSH
As told through mushrooms

Brought to you by Guillermo and Marjorie



MUSH-IGN DOCU-ROOM

O, NYU Shanghai, I have so mushroom in 
my heart for you!



The Concept
● A post-apocalyptic world where the Academic Building is overgrown with 

plants.
● Mushrooms are the only link we have to NYUSH’s past. Mushrooms 

remember what NYUSH used to be like and by scavenging for them and 
eating them, the player can relive the glory days of our amazing university. 

● Each of our school’s department will be home to a unique mushroom species, 
which the player must access through urban agriculture to achieve the 
mushroom that will tell the story of that department. 



The Rules: General
● You start with an introduction video, of the original NYUSH founders 

explaining the apocalypse of 2017, and explaining that the only way the 
history of our university is preserved is through the mushroom populations. 

● You must cultivate the mushrooms in different parts of the university, taking 
into account the desirable spaces for growing mushrooms, to access the story 
of NYUSH. Once the mushroom spores are placed, you will be able to return 
to the space, in hopes that your mushroom grows into the boss mushroom, 
capable of showing you the past. 



The Rules: How to Win
● How will you win?
● Learn the history of NYU Shanghai by cultivating the mushrooms on different 

floors and once the mushroom reaches favorable condition, the player will 
experience the stories of our wonderful university. 

!



The Rules: How to Lose
● Mushrooms are not grown 

in favorable locations.



You are scored on
● How well placed your mushrooms are, determining the size of the final 

mushroom. 
● How many areas of NYU Shanghai that the mushrooms are placed, thus 

unlocking a variety of aspects of our university culture. 



Asset Require-mushrooms
● 3D models: Mushrooms
● 3D models: Plants
● Hardware: Tango

Ha!
Ha!




